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System Design and Optimisation - Main Ideas

Aim: Decide on Design Questions for Airborne Wind Energy 

Approach of WP2: 

• use dynamic simulation models of sufficient detail (not more) 

• use optimal control and derivative based nonlinear programming  

• simultaneously optimise design parameters and controls
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Some related design studies for inspiration
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• Dual Kites (Mario Zanon) 

• Pumping Cycles for AmpyxPlane (Greg Horn, Gianni Licitra) 

• Year Power Optimisation for Makani (Greg Horn, Thomas Van 
Alsenoy) 

• Pumping with Electrical Generator Efficiency (Greg Horn, 
Jeroen Stuyts)
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Airborne Wind Energy Based on Dual Airfoils
Mario Zanon, Sébastien Gros, Joel Andersson, and Moritz Diehl

Abstract— The airborne wind energy (AWE) paradigm pro-
poses to generate energy by flying a tethered airfoil across
the wind flow at a high velocity. Although AWE enables flight
in higher altitude and stronger wind layers, the extra drag
generated by the tether motion imposes a significant limit to
the overall system efficiency. To address this issue, two airfoils
with a shared tether can reduce overall system drag. Although
this technique may improve the efficiency of AWE systems, such
improvement can only be achieved through properly balancing
the system trajectories and parameters. This brief tackles that
problem using optimal control. A generic procedure for modeling
multiple-airfoil systems with equations of minimal complexity is
proposed. A parametric study shows that at small and medium
scales, dual-airfoil systems are significantly more efficient than
single-airfoil systems, but they are less advantageous at very large
scales.

Index Terms— Airborne wind energy (AWE), dual airfoil,
large-scale optimization, power optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

TO OVERCOME the major difficulties posed by the
growing size and mass of conventional wind turbine

generators [5], [16], the airborne wind energy (AWE) para-
digm proposes to eliminate the structural elements that are not
directly involved in power generation. An emerging consensus
recognizes crosswind flight as the most efficient approach to
AWE [17]. Crosswind flight extracts power from the airflow
by flying an airfoil tethered to the ground at a high veloc-
ity across the wind direction. Power can be generated by:
1) performing a cyclical variation of the tether length, together
with cyclical variation of the tether tension or 2) using onboard
turbines, transmitting the power to the ground via the tether. In
this brief, option 2) is considered, as investigated by Makani
Power [18].

Because it involves a much lighter structure, a major
advantage of power generation based on crosswind flight
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a dual-airfoil AWE system (see. [21], Fig. 3).

over conventional wind turbines is that higher altitude can
be reached and a larger swept area can be achieved, thereby
reaching wind resources that cannot be tapped by conventional
wind turbines [11].

Unfortunately, the drag because of the motion of the tether
during crosswind flight has a significant impact on the system
performance. To tackle this issue, the dual-airfoil design was
first introduced in [21] and later investigated in [15], [22],
and [25]. The key idea of the dual-airfoil design is to fly two
airfoils connected on a single main tether (Fig. 1) in a balanced
manner. Therefore, only the shorter secondary tethers move at
a high velocity and generate drag, whereas the motion of the
main tether is negligible.

Although the dual-airfoil design has the potential to reduce
the problem of tether drag for AWE systems, the system
design and trajectory must be carefully selected so as to fully
exploit the gains of reducing the tether drag. More precisely:
1) the airfoil trajectories must balance the forces on the main
tether so as to minimize its motion, maintain the optimal
airfoil velocities, and maintain an optimal angle between
the secondary tethers; 2) the aerodynamic forces yielded by
onboard power generation must be appropriately chosen so as
to maximize the system efficiency; 3) the tether lengths must
be chosen so as to achieve the best trade-off between reaching
higher altitude and adding airborne mass; and 4) the tether
diameters must be selected so as to achieve the best trade-off
between reducing the drag and withstanding the forces in the
system.

Defining the optimal system parameters and trajectory is a
highly involved problem that is best cast in the framework
of optimal control. Single- and multiple-kite models were
proposed in [7], [12]–[15], and [24]. This brief, however,
proposes a generic modeling procedure for multiple-airfoil
AWE systems, including a finite element model (FEM) for the
tethers that is well-suited for optimal control and that produces

1063-6536/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE
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Fig. 8. Tether drag effect over total drag: CD in dash-dot line related to the
airplane drag coefficient; CDt in dotted line for the tether drag coefficient;
CD +CDt in solid line for the total drag coefficient.

Fig. 9. Optimal holding patterns during low wind conditions: red arrow-
shaped line for reel-in (consumption) phase; green arrow-shaped line for
reel-out (production) phase.

10 shows the power curve related to the specific Pumping
mode AWES, the wind class 2 wind distribution [28] and
the average wind Energy Ēw. The latter can be computed
from average mechanical wind power P̄w by the integration
of the product between power curve times the probability
density function of wind speed. Moreover, it is assumed
that the system must land for wind speed over 22.5 m/s for
safety issues. Such analysis reveals that the relative cost,
i.e. the ratio between the energy consumption to keep the
system aloft (using optimal holding patterns) and the total
energy harvested by the system is 0.5%. The total energy
used is 274 kWh while the total energy harvested is equal
to 52.27MWh, that is approximatively 52MWh of energy
produced by an Pumping mode AWES with small sizes in
one year. Finally, it is interesting to evaluate the system in
terms of capacity factor. This can be expressed by the ratio of
actual power output over a year and the potential maximum
output if it were possible for the AWE system to operate at
full capacity continuously over one year. For such system,
the capacity factor is equal to 52.54 %.

Fig. 10. From the top: power curve related to the Pumping mode AWES;
Weibull probability density function for wind class 2; Power production per
year where the orange area indicates the total energy used, while blue area
stand for the total positive energy harvested.

Licitra, Sieberling, Williams, Ruiterkamp, Diehl 2016 (submitted to ECC)
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“What do we see here on the slide, in one sentence”

“Never landing” 
costs only 0.5 % 
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Fig. 8. Tether drag effect over total drag: CD in dash-dot line related to the
airplane drag coefficient; CDt in dotted line for the tether drag coefficient;
CD +CDt in solid line for the total drag coefficient.

Fig. 9. Optimal holding patterns during low wind conditions: red arrow-
shaped line for reel-in (consumption) phase; green arrow-shaped line for
reel-out (production) phase.

10 shows the power curve related to the specific Pumping
mode AWES, the wind class 2 wind distribution [28] and
the average wind Energy Ēw. The latter can be computed
from average mechanical wind power P̄w by the integration
of the product between power curve times the probability
density function of wind speed. Moreover, it is assumed
that the system must land for wind speed over 22.5 m/s for
safety issues. Such analysis reveals that the relative cost,
i.e. the ratio between the energy consumption to keep the
system aloft (using optimal holding patterns) and the total
energy harvested by the system is 0.5%. The total energy
used is 274 kWh while the total energy harvested is equal
to 52.27MWh, that is approximatively 52MWh of energy
produced by an Pumping mode AWES with small sizes in
one year. Finally, it is interesting to evaluate the system in
terms of capacity factor. This can be expressed by the ratio of
actual power output over a year and the potential maximum
output if it were possible for the AWE system to operate at
full capacity continuously over one year. For such system,
the capacity factor is equal to 52.54 %.

Fig. 10. From the top: power curve related to the Pumping mode AWES;
Weibull probability density function for wind class 2; Power production per
year where the orange area indicates the total energy used, while blue area
stand for the total positive energy harvested.



Optimization of SkySails’ electricity generating orbits 
by Michael Erhard, Chief Control Engineer at SkySails, 

partly Univ. Freiburg, using CasADi/ipopt
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• Initialization with experimentally 
flown orbit

• Optimization improves from 15% 
to 25% of Loyd’s limit

• large time losses due to slow 
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Makani power: yearly power output optimisation
 by Greg Horn, Univ. Freiburg, and Thomas Van Alsenoy, Makani

k"

k"

Multiple Setpoint Optimization: optimise fixed parameters (tether length and 
thickness, generator size) together with adaptable periodic control trajectories for all 
wind speeds, weighted with their frequency in the wind histogram



Makani power: yearly power output optimisation
 by Greg Horn, Univ. Freiburg, and Thomas Van Alsenoy, Makani



Some related design studies for inspiration
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• Dual Kites (Mario Zanon) 

• Pumping Cycles for AmpyxPlane (Greg Horn, Gianni Licitra) 

• Year Power Optimisation for Makani (Greg Horn, Thomas Van 
Alsenoy) 

• Pumping with Electrical Generator Efficiency (Greg Horn, 
Jeroen Stuyts)



Electrical efficiency influences pumping cycles significantly 
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Effect of the Electrical Energy Conversion on
Optimal Cycles for Pumping Airborne Wind Energy
Jeroen Stuyts, Student Member, IEEE, Greg Horn, Wouter Vandermeulen, Johan Driesen, Senior Member, IEEE,

and Moritz Diehl, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Airborne wind energy harvesting offers an alterna-
tive to traditional wind turbines by flying crosswind cycles with
a tethered airfoil. By reeling in and out the tether periodically,
net electrical power can be generated. When looking for the opti-
mal cycle to fly, one should optimize for maximal electrical power
generation. However, the conversion from mechanical to electri-
cal power was not yet included in the models. In this paper, it is
shown that by including an electrical energy conversion model into
cycle optimization, the electrical output of the system increases
and the acquired system can be used in a broader range of wind
speeds. The approach is illustrated with experimentally verified
models.

Index Terms—Airborne wind energy (AWE), drives, energy con-
version, optimal control, wind energy, wind power generation.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ENEWABLE power generation is gaining lots of
attention. Three techniques, in particular, are widely

accepted and being used: wind turbines, solar panels, and
hydropower. There is, however, still a strong interest in finding
new ways to harvest renewable energy. One of those ways is air-
borne wind energy (AWE). As theoretical wind power extrac-
tion is proportional to the wind velocity cubed [1] and wind
velocity gets higher as altitude increases, it is advantageous to
get as high as possible. AWE addresses this by using an airfoil
which is connected to the ground only by a tether. Generators
can then be onboard the airfoil, or on the ground, driven by
periodic length variations of the tether, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Example of a pumping cycle with a reel-in and a reel-out phase as
achieved by Ampyx Power [12].

To validate and test the concept, a test setup is required,
which needs various electrical components. In the past, a scaled
indoors carousel has been built at KU Leuven [2]; however,
more extensive testing is required, and therefore, an outdoors
carousel had to be built as well. The mechanical and electrical
designs were developed in two master’s theses at KU Leuven
[3], [4], and the setup is currently built as part of the ERC
project HIGHWIND. The tests and drive used throughout this
paper are further described in [4].

To find the cycle which maximizes the harvested energy,
numerical trajectory optimization techniques have been used
in the past [5]–[10]. So far, the goal was to find the optimal
mechanical energy-generating cycle. Since the goal is to gen-
erate electricity, an important aspect had not been integrated:
the conversion from mechanical energy to electrical energy
using a drive, i.e., a system with an electrical motor/generator
and converters. An electrical energy conversion system has
been modeled and integrated before [11]. However, the focus
here lay on the grid integration and not on the interactions
between the electrical conversion system and the mechanical
system, nor the effect of the electrical conversion system on
the optimized cycles.

The integration of this drive into the optimization is done
in two levels: adding drive constraints to achieve a physi-
cally achievable cycle and adding drive efficiency to achieve
the real electrical output power, instead of the mechanical
output power. A couple of cases are then created by optimiz-
ing for maximal generated mechanical energy and for maxi-
mal generated electrical energy, and doing so, with and without
constraints.

This enables us to look at the mechanical output power (the
optimum if the drive was 100% efficient) and compares this to
the electrical power (which is the real output). It is shown that
optimizing electrically yields better real-world results and that
it enables the drive to be used in a broader range of wind speeds.

1949-3029 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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The system dynamics, taken from [18], are summarized here.
The dynamic equation is

⎡

⎢⎣
mI3 0 r⃗

0 J 0

r⃗T 0 0

⎤

⎥⎦

⎡

⎢⎣

d
dt
˙⃗r

d
dt ω⃗

λ

⎤

⎥⎦ =

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

F⃗a(x⃗)−mg1z

M⃗a(x⃗)− ω⃗ × J ω⃗

− ˙⃗rT ˙⃗r + l̇2 + ll̈

⎤

⎥⎥⎦ (6)

where F⃗a and M⃗a are the aerodynamic forces and moments
on the kite (detailed in Appendix B), I3 is the identity matrix,
1z = [0, 0, 1] is the unit vector in the z-direction, and J is the
moment of inertia dyadic of the aircraft. The rotational kine-
matic equation is

Ṙ = RΩ (7)

where Ω is the skew matrix of ω⃗. Combining (6) and (7) with
the trivial kinematics

d

dt

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

r⃗
l
l̇
l̈

φ⃗

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

˙⃗r
l̇
l̈...
l
˙⃗
φ

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(8)

yields the full model equations f .
Because the model equations use nonminimal coordinates

(i.e., there are more generalized coordinates than degrees of
freedom), the constraint associated with λ and its derivative
must be enforced as initial conditions

0 = rx(0)
2 + ry(0)

2 + rz(0)
2 − l(0)2

0 = rx(0)ṙx(0) + ry(0)ṙy(0) + rz(0)ṙz(0)− l(0)l̇(0). (9)

Likewise, the initial rotation matrix R(0) must be orthonormal.
This can be accomplished by enforcing the six upper or lower
triangular components of

0 = R(0)TR(0)− I. (10)

Because of the nonminimal coordinates, simply enforcing
x⃗(0) = x⃗(T ) in order to make the trajectory periodic results
in an overconstrained problem. Our periodic conditions
are [l(0), ry(0), rz(0), l̇(0), ṙy(0), ṙz(0), l̈(0), ω⃗(0), φ⃗(0)] =

[l(T ), ry(T ), rz(T ), l̇(T ), ṙy(T ), ṙz(T ), l̈(T ), ω⃗(T ), φ⃗(T )], and
the three upper off-diagonal components of R(0)TR(T ) = I .
These combined with (9) and (10) are the boundary conditions
c(x⃗(0), x⃗(T )).

The tether tension is λ l, so the mechanical power Pmech is
−λll̇. The drive speed ωmech and torque Tmech are related to
the reel-out speed l̇ by the winch radius rwinch

ωmech = −l̇/rwinch

Tmech = λ l rwinch.

The electrical power Pelec is then defined by (4).
This optimal control problem (OCP) is solved using the

direct collocation technique [19], where a continuous-time OCP
is discretized into a nonlinear program (NLP) which is solved

Fig. 7. Typical optimized power-generating trajectory.

with a general-purpose NLP solver. The direct collocation
discretization approximates a continuous trajectory with a
series of interpolating polynomials whose control points all
satisfy the dynamic equation f . See [10] for a more detailed
description of the OCP and the direct collocation method.

We have implemented the direct collocation technique using
the CasADi [20] optimization environment, which also pro-
vides exact derivatives using algorithmic differentiation. We use
IPOPT [21] to solve the NLP. While IPOPT computation times
can vary dramatically depending on the initialization, solution
times of 30 s are typical on a modern consumer desktop, and
negligible overhead is added by the CasADi interface. A typi-
cal optimized trajectory is shown in Fig. 7.

V. RESULTS

The optimization was performed for a 7.5 kg, 0.7 m2 kite for
a range of wind conditions. First, the wind speed was varied
between 4 and 10 m/s in steps of 1.5 m/s. The average wind
speed in Leuven at an altitude of 75 m is 5–5.75 m/s [22], so
these give a good range. Second, each optimization was done
twice: once for maximal electrical output power and once for
maximal mechanical output power. This is most useful as a
comparison. Finally, all scenarios are optimized with and with-
out drive constraints. The optimization with drive constraints
is the real-world scenario that shows how much energy this
system is able to harvest under certain conditions. The opti-
mization without drive constraints is a way of showing what is
potentially possible with a larger drive, it thus offers a way to
verify the dimensioning.

Each of the scenarios then has a number of outputs that are of
interest. The first are the average electrical and mechanical out-
put power. These two numbers combine all the data from one
scenario and show the most important part: how much elec-
tricity is generated (average electrical power) and how much
could have been generated if the conversion was perfect (aver-
age mechanical power). All these data are shown in Appendix A
and are visualized in Fig. 8. It is important to know that in
Fig. 8, in contrast to other figures, the generated power is
shown, hence positive power is good and negative power is bad.
The second is the torque-speed characteristic. This can be used
to visualize each scenario and when plotted together with the
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Fig. 9. Torque-speed characteristic at 10 m/s. Comparing between the uncon-
strained mechanically and electrically optimized scenario, the mechanically
unconstrained scenario takes 2.14 s and the electrically unconstrained scenario
takes 3.89 s. (a) Both scenarios. (b) Mechanically optimized detail. (c) Electri-
cally optimized detail.

Fig. 10. Comparison in power flows between a mechanically and electri-
cally optimized unconstrained cycle at 10 m/s. (a) Electrically optimized. (b)
Mechanically optimized.

C. Impact of Drive Constraints

Fig. 8b also shows something about the effect of the drive
and the constraints on the optimal output. The top curve (white
squares) shows the optimal scenario. The curve below that
(black squares) shows the unconstrained electrically optimized
scenario and thus incorporates the effect of the drive efficiency.
The two curves below that (diamonds) show the constrained
case and thus incorporate the effect of the constraints. The dif-
ference between the curves thus shows the effect of the effi-
ciency and the constraints. While the loss due to drive efficiency
is omnipresent, the loss due to constraints only shows at higher
wind speeds. This is logical as constraints will become active
more often at higher wind speeds than at lower wind speeds,
and as the wind speed gets higher, this will occur more often.
This information thus gives a clue about the relative importance
of efficiency and constraints.

The difference between the electrically optimized scenario
with constraints (black diamonds) and the mechanically opti-
mized scenario with constraints (white diamonds) becomes
smaller at higher wind speeds, as the constraints become more
important compared to the drive efficiency.

D. Enabling a Broader Operating Range

Fig. 8a shows all the electrical output powers for all scenar-
ios. It is immediately visible that the mechanically optimized
scenarios yield lower powers than the electrically optimized
scenarios as was stated above. However, this figure also shows
a different important aspect: real-world versus the ideal situ-
ation. When comparing the two mechanically optimized sys-
tems with each other, it is immediately clear that the difference
between the constrained and unconstrained scenario gets big-
ger and bigger for increasing wind speeds and is only the same
around 4 m/s. The same trend can be seen for mechanical power
in Fig. 8b, albeit up to 5.5 m/s. This thus means that in case the
electrical efficiency is not taken into account (thus mechanically
optimized), a bigger drive is immediately required. The effect
of the constraints is indeed detrimental.

However, when comparing the electrically optimized
constrained and unconstrained scenarios, it is clear that up to
7 m/s, there is no difference between them. Hence, the same
drive that could only be used for the 4 m/s scenarios when opti-
mizing mechanically is now capable to work without any losses
(due to constraints) up to 7 m/s. Optimizing electrically thus
enables a far larger range of wind speeds in which the drive can
operate. It thus also results in immediate cost savings due to
buying a smaller drive for the same range of wind speeds when
compared to a mechanically optimized system.

VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

By testing a drive, from grid to outgoing shaft, a power map
is created. This can be incorporated, together with drive con-
straints, in a numerical trajectory optimization. By comparing
numerous different scenarios, it is shown that the effect of the
electrical conversion, although often ignored due to its high
and rather constant efficiency, is very significant. It changes the

(negative= good) 

• optimized electrical 
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power
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